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Easy and a�ordable permanent workplace analytics

In today's rapidly evolving work landscape, adaptability is the key to success. As 
businesses embrace new ways of working, workplace occupancy and utilisation 
have, and will, change dynamically. Changing the workplace gives managers the 
opportunity to use space e�ectively, save costs and improve productivity. 
Therefore, the need for real-time data and actionable insights has never been 
greater.

That's why Measuremen is thrilled to introduce a groundbreaking workplace sensor 
proposition, designed to empower both employees and management with instant 
insights that seamlessly adapt to the changing dynamics of the modern workplace 
at a fraction of the costs.

With our sensor solution, you don't 
have to buy expensive hardware 
but we'll be responsible for your 
sensors. All you need is a secure 
gateway to support privacy, 
eliminating the need for complex 
wiring or reliance on existing 
internet infrastructure. 

We will install the right sensors for 
the right spaces and make sure 
they are working properly. All to 
support you in getting accurate 
workplace data to make important 
decisions. 

iBASX Sensors As A Service

The Measuremen Portal is our workplace analytics platform in which we bring together 
data from the sensors in easy-to-analyse insights. In doing so, with the insights you are 
able to make better decisions about your workplace strategy. 

The moment the first sensor is live you can access our dashboards that tell a story. 
Occupancy, utilisation, no shows and room bookings, with a blink of an eye you can view 
the graphs that help you to make key workplace decisions.
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With iBASX Sensors you can optimise space, increase productivity, save costs and 
improve employee satisfaction. By tracking and analysing workspace usage, businesses 
can gain insights to improve resource allocation.

Sensors are a cost-e�ective way to collect 
occupancy data without the need for long-term 
technology purchases. 

Sensors provide unbiased and trustworthy data. 
Decision-making is more accurate and better 
reflects the reality of your workplace.

Prepare for the future of work by providing 
valuable data on how employees are using their 
work environment.

Create workplaces that are better suited, 
comfortable, collaborative, and e�cient, leading 
to a better overall experience for your employees.

Optimise workplace management by recognising 
patterns and making predictions based on your 
workplace analytics.

Long lasting
batteries

Wireless
technology

Cellular
gateway

Privacy
by design

Starting from 100 sensors | Installation between €2500,- and €5000,- | One gateway per 100 sensors

Key benefits

Pricing

Technical specifications

Cost savings

Data-driven decision-making

Future proof

Employee experience

O�ce design
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€9
per sensor
6 months

€7
per sensor

12 months

€6
per sensor

18 months

€4
per sensor

36 months


